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the Earth Climate. The details are as below.
Women in Nuclear Declaration for the Earth
Climate

HEADLINE
23rd WiN Global General Assembly (p. 2)

During the 2015 WiN Global General Assembly,
the attendees, including, scientists, engineers,
and
professionals
representing
national,
regional, and international Chapters and
individual members of WiN Global signed a
declaration on climate change. They are all
committed to the further development and
peaceful use of nuclear science technologies,
and acknowledge the crucial role of nuclear
energy in preserving the earth for future
generations.
This declaration is a contribution by professional
women to the 'Nuclear for Climate' global
initiative, launched in 2014 to raise awareness
among decision-makers and the general public
of the undeniable climate change benefits of
nuclear energy. The initiative was initially
launched through the French Nuclear Society,
the European Nuclear Society and the American
Nuclear Society.

Women in Nuclear Declaration for the Earth
Climate (p. 2)
WiN Global e-Brochure (p. 3)
2015 WiN Award and WiN Honorary Award
(p. 3 & 4)

WHAT’S NEW?
23rd WiN Global General Assembly

rd

The 23 General Assembley was held at the
IAEA, Vienna, Austria on 25th August 2015.
Almost 500 participants attended from 65
countries or regions. Two new Chapters, WiN
Argentina (re-activated) and WiN Jordan were
approved by the Assembly.
WiN President, Dr. Se-Moon Park (South Korea)
announced the 2015 WiN Award honoree is Dr.
Elena Buglova (IAEA) and the WiN Honorary
Award
honoree is Dr. Irene Aegerter
(Switzerland).
During the Assembly, many WiN members
signed the Women in Nuclear Declaration for
lssue 45,3/2015(September)

WiN will bring this declaration to the attention of
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the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) Conference that will take place in Paris
in December 2015. WiN Chapters are kindly
requested to jointly sign this declaration as a
Chapter initiative. The WiN Climate signature
link can be found here:
https://www.ipetitions.com/petition/WiNGlobalcli
mate

the 2014 Board Meeting in Sydney. The
members are Irene Aegerter (Committee Chair,
Switzerland), Gabrielle Flannery (WNA), Eva
Gyane (WiN IAEA), Olga Ernandes (WiN
Sweden), Kelly Semanco (US WiN) and
Gabriele Voigt (WiN IAEA).
2015 WiN Global Annual Conference
It was successfully held in the IAEA, Vienna,
Austria during 23-28 August 2015 and
organized by WiN IAEA in cooperation with the
IAEA. The theme was ‘WiN Global Meets Atoms
for Peace.’ Presentation Sessions were
composed of “Career Development for Women,”
“Radiation in Medicine,” “Energy Environment
Climate,” “Safeguards and Non-Proliferation,”
“IAEA Department Presentation,” and “Nuclear
Security.” 104 papers were presented for the
Poster Session.

WiN Exhibition in WNA London Symposium

2015 WiN Award
Dr. Elena Buglova (IAEA) is the recipient of the
2015 WiN Award. She is the Head of the IAEA
Incident and Emergency Centre (IEC). She
obtained her professional experience in dose
reconstruction and emergency preparedness
and in radiation protection in Belarus after the
Chernobyl accident. In this context she was
involved in the reconstruction of thyroid doses
for children and epidemiological studies on the
impact of the Chernobyl releases on the Belarus
population. For further information please see:
http://www.win-global.org/awards/award/366/

WiN Global once again exhibited at the World
Nuclear
Association's
Symposium
in
September.
The 49th Symposium was
attended by over 650 delegates from around the
world. Our stand contained the new WiN
Global leaflet, the History of WiN book and a
number of other materials from WiN Chapters
around the world, giving delegates a flavour of
Women in Nuclear and its numerous activities.
WiN Global e-Brochure
A new WiN flyer is published by WiN Korea for
WiN Global use in 2015. It was distributed
during 2015 WiN Global Annual Conference in
the IAEA, Vienna, Austria. The e-Brochure can
be downloaded from the WiN Global website.
http://www.win-global.org/news/361
2015 WiN Global Strategic Plan
An updated Strategic Plan was announced
during the WiN General Assembly. The 2009
version of the WiN Global Strategic Plan was
reviewed and updated by the WiN Global
Strategic Committee which was formed during
lssue 45,3/2015(September)

Left: Eva Gyane (President WiN IAEA), Centre:
Elena Buglova, Right: Se-Moon Park (President
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WiN Global)

President & Public Officer: Joanne Lackenby
Vice- President: Anna Paradowska

2015 WiN Honorary Award
Secretary: Sarah Ballantyne
Dr. Irene Aegerter (Switzerland) is the 2015 WiN
Honorary Award honoree. Dr. Irene Aergerter is
a staunch supporter of nuclear power in her
home country Switzerland. She founded the
association “Women for Energy” in 1982. In
1992, she co-founded Women in Nuclear (WiN)
Global and in 1995 WiN Switzerland. She is
therefore generally referred to as “The Mother of
WiN”.

Treasurer: Jasmin Craufurd-Hill

Left: Irene Aegerter, Right: Se-Moon Park
(President WiN Global)

Committee Members: Jasmin Diab, Kaitlyn
Toole, Anwen Krause-Heuer
The AGM concluded with an informative and
entertaining presentation given by Sarah
rd
Ballantyne on the 23 WiN Global Annual
Conference recently held in Vienna. At the end
of the formalities, AGM participants congregated
for lunch, a great networking opportunity for
members.
A special thank you is extended to the outgoing
President
Jasmin
Craufurd-Hill,
who
successfully grew the membership from 2 to
approximately 160 in her time as President. She
will forever be known as the “Mother of WiN
Australia”.

THE WORLD OF WiN

WiN Australia
The Annual General Meeting (AGM) for
Women
The Annual General Meeting (AGM) for Women
th
in Nuclear Australia was held on 10 September
2015. A number of items were discussed at
the meeting, including past events (with focus
on the 2014 WiN Global Conference held in
Sydney) and upcoming events.
The new
committee
for
2015-2016
was
elected
comprising:
lssue 45,3/2015(September)

WiN China
WiN-China Attended the 23
Conference
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Female Junior and Senior High School
Students in 2015

During the Conference, Mdm. Wu Aihong, WiNChina Board Member delivered a speech during
the panel session of the Conference, in which
she introduced China’s women in nuclear and
China’s experience and good practice in nuclear
public communication and acceptance. Mdm.
Pan Chengfeng, WiN-China Board Member
made China Chapter Report on the Chapter
Report session of the Conference, during which
WiN-China formally publicized its Logo and
announced WiN-China website officially on-line.

In the poster competition session, WiN-China
members, Ms.Zhang Lin and Ms. Chen Wei’s
poster “Revolution of Nuclear Power Plant
Design through Digital Technology” has been
awarded the “Best Poster Award” of the
Conference.

WiN Japan
WiN-Japan Joined the Summer School for
lssue 45,3/2015(September)

“The Summer School for Female Junior and
Senior High School Students in 2015” was held
at the National Women’s Education Center
between August 6-8 in 2015. This event was a
hands-on science residential camp program,
and its purpose was to help them to find out
their new possibilities in science or technology
fields through dialogues and interchange with
science researchers and engineers as well as
university students who major in science and
technology. One hundred fourteen junior and
senior high school students and 21 parents and
teachers joined.
WiN-Japan participated in the poster session
titled “Energy and Our Life.” We explained the
composition of Japanese electric power
generation by source, and the advantages and
disadvantages of the prominent modes of
supplying power. At the same time, we tried to
foster their interest in energy by providing a quiz
about energy.
The Student Meeting with Network of the
Educational Demonstration about Energy
(NEDE) in Osaka

WiN-Japan (WiN-J) reports the features of one
of the meetings with students which took place
in Osaka.
NEDE, a part of the Kinki University Student
5
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Research Energy Club, is an organization
consisting of Faculty of Science and
Engineering students which bestows its
knowledge to local students of elementary
schools or students of other faculties at the
university.
NEDE took the initiative to hold the 3rd meeting
with WiN-J and to recruit general students of
Kinki University. Participants were 19 NEDE and
general students as well as 7 WiN-J members.
The main theme was “Ideal composition of the
future power generation sources (energy mix)
”and trial of the energy simulation game
developed by NEDE“.
This simulation game is that virtual countries
having different conditions of budget, resources
and demands for energy are assigned to figure
out its ideal composition of energy sources for
electric power generation in terms of the 3E
(Energy Security, Environment, Economic
Efficiency) plus S (Safety) policy.
Components of the meeting (Outline of the
simulation game):

development; unexpected natural
disasters; substantial rising of fossil fuel
prices; or financial difficulties, into each
virtual country.
4. Each country restructures its optimum
energy mix with appropriate
countermeasures to overcome such
events. (Fig.-1)
5. Presentations from representatives of
the virtual countries on appropriate
measures for their future power
generation sources.
6. Q & A and discussion together with the
other virtual countries
Aiming at a well-balanced generation mix in
accordance with the 3E + S policy within a
budget while overcoming such events,
discussions about possible risks and benefits of
relevant power sources will be held on the basis
of actual data and information published by the
authorities concerned. This newly introduced
simulation game can be applied to NEDE’s
future events and various appeal targets as an
effective tool to verify their research results.
We recognized that a meeting led by student
organizations like NEDE to discuss together and
address their opinions is a more effective
method than a lecture to educate both NEDE
and general students. We will keep on holding
these meetings in collaboration with NEDE.

1. Presentations on features, advantages
and disadvantages of existing power
generation sources from NEDE and
WiN-J members along the themes.
2. Virtual countries figure out their ideal
composition of the future power
generation sources based on the
current economic strength, technical
capabilities, energy resources and
electricity demands of their own,
involving
NEDE
and
WiN-J
members.(Fig.-1)

WiN Korea
2015 Symposium of Federation of Nuclear
Energy Societies

Fig.1 A case of Country-C who is lacking in
natural resources and has middle level of
electricity demand
3. NEDE inputs some events including
changes of electricity demands; failures
of technical and engineering
lssue 45,3/2015(September)
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in the 23 Women in Nuclear Global Annual
Conference held in the IAEA in Vienna, Austria.
Delegates contributed on the technical sessions,
the poster session and the Chapter report. SeMoon Park, President of WiN Global chaired the
WiN Executive Meeting, Board Meeting and
General Assembly.

WiN Korea organized the ‘2015 Symposium of
Federation of 14 Nuclear Energy Societies’ on
August 30 at the K Hotel in Gyeongju. The
Symposium was focused on ‘Improving insight
into the liberal arts for members of the nuclear
energy community.’ WiN Korea’s annual
symposium was held the next day during this
Federation
Symposium.
The
Federation
Symposium was a great success with over 200
participants including members of the nuclear
energy societies and corporations in the nuclear
energy field, and members of the media. The
Symposium
contributed
to
exchanging
information on nuclear communication and how
to enhance mutual cooperation among nuclear
societies. Strategies for accompanied growth in
nuclear energy generation as well as improving
the international status of Korea’s nuclear
energy industry were discussed in the Panel
with invited nuclear and radiation experts, and
the media.
Participation in 23
Conference

rd

WiN Spain
WiN Spain Organizes a Seminar on Nuclear
Industry
and
Medicine
in
Cantabria
University

WiN Global Annual
The Auditorium of the University of Cantabria
th
hosted, on July 8 , the Conference Sessions
"Industry and Nuclear Medicine in Cantabria"
organized by WiN Spain
This event was sponsored by the Spanish
Nuclear Society (SNE), supported by the major
components
supplier
company
“Equipos
Nucleares” (ENSA), the University of Cantabria,
and with the collaboration of the utility Nuclenor
owner of “Santa Maria de Garoña” Nuclear
Power Plant, and the University Hospital
“Marques de Valdecilla”.
The Inaugural Session on this Conference (see
attached photo) was addressed by Dr. Jose
Carlos Gómez, Dean of the University of
Cantabria, Mr. Eduardo Gonzalez Mesones,
President of ENSA, Mr. Jose Ramón Torralbo,
President of the SNE, and Ms. Matilde Pelegrí,
President of WiN Spain. All of them agreed
that nuclear energy is necessary for society, and
that Spain has the technology to compete in the
international market, as evidenced by the
participation of industry in major nuclear and
international projects.

Sixteen Korean delegates from Korea Hydro &
Nuclear Power and KEPCO-E&C, KAERI,
KONEPA, Several Universities, etc. participated
lssue 45,3/2015(September)
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In a first round table, Ms. Maria Vega, Business
Development Director of ENSA exposed the role
of the Spanish company over the upcoming
challenges of the nuclear market. Meanwhile,
Ms.
Aida
Muntion,
Plant
Engineering
Department in Santa Maria de Garoña Nuclear
Power Plant, addressed the evolution of this
nuclear power plant through her own personal
experience. The table board made it clear that
nuclear energy is necessary in the overall
energy mix, and that Spain should consider the
extension to 60 years of operation of their
nuclear power plants.

Among the activities planned to celebrate its
20th Anniversary, WiN Spain attended the Joint
Meeting of the Spanish Radiological Protection
Society (SEPR) and the Spanish Medical
Physics Society (SEFM), held in Valencia in
th
June 23rd to 26 .
In the Technical Program of this Joint Congress,
th
and on Friday 26 , WiN Spain President, Ms.
Matilde Pelegrí, presented the objectives and
action plan of WiN to the Congress attendants,
who were much interested in the evolution and
experience of WiN, and in particular of the Spain
Chapter over their twenty years of existence.

The second panel was dedicated to other
applications of Ionizing Radiation. Dr. Luis
Quindós, Professor of Radiology at the
University of Cantabria gave a presentation on
the Radon and its presence in the
background/natural radiation and therefore, in
everyday life. Then, Dr. Manuel Alonso, Head of
Radiophysics and Radiological Protection at the
University Hospital “Marqués de Valdecilla”
explained the medical applications of ionizing
radiation.

Moreover, a specific WiN activity "Radiation,
Health and Nutrition” was organized for that
th
Friday the 26 during three hours in the
afternoon, at Torrent, near Valencia, which
was attended by a large representation of the
consumer
association
Tyrius
and
the
Association Against Cancer, as well as
professionals of the University and Polytechnic
Hospital “La Fe” and the Health Research
Institute “La Fe” (IISLAFE).

WiN Spain at the Fourth Joint Meeting of the
Spanish Radiological Protection Society and
the Spanish Medical Physics Society

These Sessions were organized by Dr. Alegria
Montoro, from the Radiological Protection
Service of the University and Polytechnic
Hospital “La Fe” and member of the actual WiN
Spain Board.
The Inaugural Session was led by Ms. Maria
Muñoz, manager of the public company "Idea't",
pertaining to the Torrent City Council, by Ms.
Vicenta Alcacer, President of Tyrius and by Ms.
Matilde Pelegrí, President of WiN Spain.
The following Lectures were presented:
• “Radiation in Medicine” by Dr. Marisa
Spain, former president of the SEPR
and actual Head of
Radiological
Protection Service of the University
Hospital “La Princesa” in Madrid.
•

lssue 45,3/2015(September)
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“The Use of Radiation in Biomedical
Research”, by Dr. Natividad Sebastian,
Nutritionist and Food Technologist, and
member of the Radiological Protection
Service of University Hospital “La Fe”.
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•

members. The WiN Taiwan business meeting
was chaired by Shung-Hwei Fan, President
2014-16. Nearly 80 WiNers and guests took part
in the meeting, reaching a record high.

“Cancer and Nutrition”, by Dr. Juan
Serrano, Biochemical, Deputy Director
of the company “ Dietéticos Intersa” and
Scientific Advisor to the Institute “Mas
Palop”.

These conferences were followed by interesting
discussions, and were closed by a Tasting of
Food Products Session and a Nutrition
Workshop led by Ms. Elisa Escorihuela of “Nutt”.
This WiN Spain Activity was sponsored by the
Spanish Nuclear Society (SNE), and mainly
supported by the Torrent City Council, the
University and Polytechnic Hospital “La Fe”, and
the Health Research Institute
“La Fe”
(IISLAFE); other companies such as “GE
Healthcare”, “Hidrotelial Cosmeceuticals”, “La
Horchatería”, “La Finestra Sul Cielo”, “Nutt” and
“Panach”, also contributed to the success if this
event.

WiN Taiwan
The business meetings were followed by a joint
seminar attended by both assemblies totaling
over 125 people, also a record high. The main
theme of the seminar was a speech by Kuo-Jun
Jeffrey Lo, President of Taipei Newspaper
Association and President of United Evening
News, entitled “Taiwan’s Yesterday, Today,
and Tomorrow”. He used a rare collection of old
photographs to tell stories of the past and
present of Taiwan.

WiN Taiwan Annual Meeting
On July 23, WiN
Taiwan held its 2015
annual meeting jointly
with
the
American
Nuclear
Society
–
Taiwan Section at the
Taipower Exhibit Center in Northern Taiwan.
The meeting and related activities were hosted
by newly appointed manager of the center
Meiling Tu, who is a long term active member of
WiN.
The ANS-TS business meeting was chaired by
Shin Chang, 2014-15 steering committee
th
chairperson of the Section. She was also the 7
President of WiN Taiwan. At the meeting, Jyith
Lan Wuu, the 8 president of WiN Taiwan, was
elected as steering member of the Section, and
Jessie Chiu, founding president of WiN Taiwan
became supervisor of the Section. With this
year’s election, females now take up 6 of the 12
seats in the Section’s steering and supervisory
committees combined, all of whom are WiN
lssue 45,3/2015(September)

The old generation worked hard to start from
poverty after the end of WWII. Then the baby
boomers built further on their foundation, and
the current generation has been able to live in
comfort. But how is this going to sustain in the
future? How to strike a balance among
9
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economic
development,
environmental
protection and social righteousness? And what
about the energy issues being faced by the
country? Answers to the open ended questions
were left for the audience to explore.

doing so, supporting the role of women in the
wider workforce.

A guided tour of the Exhibit Center was
conducted in two separate groups after lunch. A
side meeting of WiN Taiwan core members was
also conducted in parallel to discuss matters
related to the participation of the upcoming WiN
Global Annual Conference in Vienna.
A full-day program also included an outdoor
walking tour at a nearby scenic attraction after
the tour of the Exhibit Center. An afternoon
shower did not seem to dampen the enthusiasm
of the meeting participants!

WiN U.K
WiN UK events take to the regions
Around 100 people turned up to the first “WiN at
Birchwood” event last week. The main focus of
WiN at Birchwood meetings will be on retention
and career progression, in support of one the
main WiN UK objectives. This first meeting was
organised by WiN representatives from NNL
and Sellafield Ltd and featured guest speaker
Elaine Bowker talking about the role of women
in the workplace. Elaine is Chief Executive of
The City of Liverpool College Group and has
extensive experience in engaging young women
and girls in STEM related subjects.
Elaine’s presentation was a timely reminder
about why WiN is essential in improving gender
diversity across the nuclear industry and in
lssue 45,3/2015(September)

Statistics such as “Only 25% of the UK nuclear
workforce are female” and “62% of 11–21 year
old girls and young women think engineering
and science are ‘more for boys’ and that a lack
of female role models in STEM careers puts
them off” were food for thought.
Elaine said:
“It was great to see such a good turnout and the
Q+A showed passion – from both sexes – about
the role of women in nuclear. With over 56% of
first class degrees obtained by female students
in 2013/14, it’s becoming increasingly clear to
the best employers that missing out on gender
equality means missing out on talent equality.”
Manon Higgins-Bos, one of the main organisers
of the event commented:
“I’m absolutely delighted that this first event has
been such a success. The number of people
turning up, Elaine’s presentation and the
interaction during the Q+A session were all
outstanding and beyond my expectations. It’s
great to see that a local chapter of WiN can
have a positive influence.”
“We’ll be sending out a feedback survey to see
how people want WiN at Birchwood to work in
future. I hope that some of the learning points
and actions can be used by other parts of the
WiN network.”
10
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Graduates identify Critical
powering a new generation.

Path

toward

nuclear industry.
4. The nuclear industry offers lots of interesting,
challenging work at all levels and can offer a job
for life.
5. Radiation is natural and everywhere; we
understand how to control its effects.

Hoping to help combat the nuclear skills gap, a
team of ten graduates has developed a set of
resources to be used to promote the nuclear
industry to school pupils.
A key feature of the nucleargraduates programme
is the business challenge. Through this,
graduates are challenged to work in teams to
develop a business plan for a small enterprise
that will work toward meeting a triple bottom line
– achieving success in relation to people,
planet, and profit. Graduates are free to choose
any idea for their business, leading to a wide
variety of products/services being developed.
One team decided to take this opportunity to try
to help to combat the UK’s nuclear skills gap.
Following a successful pitch for seed funding,
this team founded inNUvate Ltd. in order to
develop its product – Critical Paths. Critical
Paths is a set of resources (activity plans,
PowerPoint presentations, homework activities)
that aims to raise awareness of the nuclear
industry, and the range of career opportunities
that it offers, to 11-14 year olds. These
resources are freely available to teachers and
volunteers
via
the
team’s
website
(www.CriticalPathsUK.com). A key aim of the
team is to push these resources outside of the
typical nuclear industry regions of the country,
acknowledging that school pupils are more likely
to be unaware of the nuclear industry in these
areas. Critical Paths aims to provide the
following key messages:
1. A secure energy supply is vital for us to live
our lives the way that we want to.
2. Climate change is real, is being accelerated
by human activity, and will affect all of us if we
don’t do something about this.
3. The UK is a nuclear expert and is committed
to having a safe, environmentally responsible
lssue 45,3/2015(September)

The resources have been mapped to Key Stage
3 of the National Curriculum and have been
developed with feedback from teachers, school
pupils and industry. Support from members of
the nuclear industry (DBD, Gen2, National
Nuclear Laboratory, National Skills Academy for
Nuclear, nucleargraduates, Sellafield Limited,
University of Manchester’s Dalton Nuclear
Institute) has been essential in funding the team
to travel to trial and promote its materials.
inNUvate Ltd. has been set up as a ‘not for
profit’ venture and any remaining money will be
donated to the Lightyear Foundation, a charity
that shares the team’s enthusiasm for promoting
science in schools (www.lightyearfoundation.org).
Feedback on the resources so far has been very
positive, from industry and schools. From a trial
of over 200 pupils, 65% of those gave feedback
that they viewed the nuclear industry more
positively as a result while 30% said that they
would be more likely to consider a career in
11
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the nuclear industry.
The team is keen to ensure that Critical Paths
will live on and be used long after October 2015,
when the team finish the nucleargraduates
programme.
The resources will continue to be used by future
nucleargraduates in their roles as STEM
Ambassadors, but to ensure wider uptake of the
materials, the team is developing a handover
strategy. STEMNET will share the materials with
its network across the country and the team is in
discussions with various nuclear industry bodies
to identify which are most suitable for handover.
Furthermore, the team would like to encourage
any readers who are registered STEM
Ambassadors to consider downloading and
using the Critical Paths materials in schools in
future. “Together, we can power a new
generation”.

The
nucleargraduates
programme
(www.nucleargraduates.com), run by Energus
on behalf of the Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority, challenges its employees in a variety
of ways. Over the two-year programme, each
graduate will work for at least three different
companies as well as completing a range of
technical and behavioural training, and the
business challenge.
Further information about Critical Paths can be
obtained via email (info@criticalpathsuk.com),
Twitter
(@criticalpathsuk)
or
Facebook
(facebook.com/CriticalPathsUK).

CELEBRATING SUCCESS

lssue 45,3/2015(September)

Dr. Young-Mi Nam (WiN Korea VicePresident) elected as Chair of the Asian
Network
for
Education
in
Nuclear
Technology
Dr.
Young-Mi
Nam
(Director
of
Nuclear
Training and Education
Center
(NTC),
Korea
Atomic Energy Research
Institute) has been elected
as the Chair of the Asian
Network for Education in
Nuclear Technology (ANENT). Her term is one
year from this year until 2016. She said, “I will
focus on disseminating
knowledge about
nuclear energy technology and strengthening
the network between member countries using a
web-based e-Learning system.” ANENT is a
cooperative body established in 2004 to
promote the sharing of nuclear energy
knowledge between Asian countries and to
newly develop academic training methods. In
cooperation with the IAEA, the NTC led
ANENT’s establishment and developed the web
portal and cyber platform in 2004 and 2006
respectively for ANENT to focus on promoting
web-based education by fusing its experience in
nuclear energy technology development and
academic training with its IT technology.
Currently, 19 countries including Korea, Japan,
and China participate in ANENT.
Dr. Jin-Sil Seong(WiN Korea Vice-President)
elected as ‘Executive Secretary for the Asia
Pacific Primary Liver Cancer Expert
Association’
Dr. Jin-Sil Seong has
been
elected as the
Executive Secretary of the
Asia Pacific Primary Liver
Cancer
Expert
Association. Her two-year
term began on July 1,
2015. Meanwhile, she has
also been elected as the President of the
Korean Liver Cancer Study Group, her term will
commence in 2016.
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WiN Taiwan – Meiling Tu named Manager of
Taipower Exhibit Center in Northern Taiwan
On May 25th, Meiling Tu,
the seventh (2006~2008)
Vice President of WiN
Taiwan,
was
named
Manager
of
Taipower
Exhibit Center in Northern
Taiwan. A radiobiologist by
training, Meiling joined
Taipower in 1980 upon completion of her MS
degree from the Radiation Biology Institute of
the National Tsing Hua University. Over the past
35 years, she had worked in Taipower’s nuclear
related departments, holding various duties of
increasing responsibilities, including media
relations, congressional liaison, public outreach,
and communication with stakeholders.

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
In August, the 2015 WiN Global Annual
Conference was held in the IAEA hosted by WiN
IAEA. It was very successful. Almost 500
participants from 65 countries gathered for the
conference.
I
appreciate
WiN
IAEA’s
contribution for their hard work.
The Women in Nuclear Declaration for the Earth
Climate was an initiative discussed during the
conference. This movement will hopefully gain
support for the proactive strategy of climate
change and the role of nuclear energy. Many
members in their chapter are still signing this
declaration.

The Exhibit Center is
currently finalizing its multiyear refurbishing project,
and Meiling is eager to put
her decades of experience
in communication to work
in her new post. Meiling
has long been playing an
active role in WiN Taiwan. She attended many
WiN Global annual meetings in the past,
including the St. Petersburg meeting in 1996,
the Washington DC meeting in 1999, the Bali
meeting in 2007 and the Busan meeting in
2010. Please join us, Taiwan WiNners, in
congratulating Mei-Ling and wishing her
continuing success!

As with the theme taken for the 2015 WiN
Global Annual Conference, the purpose of WiN
Global is also to “Meet Atoms for Peace.”

NEWS FROM WiN IAEA
- 2015 WiN Global Annual Conference Report

MARK YOUR CALENDARS
2016 PIME Conference
14-17 February 2016, Bucharest, Romania
2016 WiN Global 1st Board Meeting
16th March 2016 WNA, London

The NEWS FROM WIN IAEA can be downloaded
from the WiN Global website.
http://www.win-global.org/attachments/file/249

2016 World Nuclear Exhibition (WNE)
28-30 June 2016, Le Bourget, Paris, France
lssue 45,3/2015(September)
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Women in Nuclear Global,
c/o World Nuclear Association
Tower House, 10 Southampton Street,
London, WC2E 7HA, United Kingdom
www.win-global.org
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